Abstract.
Introduction

7
To construct the basis, we begin by constructing a set of N vectors that capture the 158 types of modulation we are interested in. Next we apply the Gram-Schmidt process to convert 159 the set of vectors into an orthonormal basis. To describe the method, we apply this procedure to 160 an example experimental design taken from our previous work: a delayed-match-to-sample technically, residual modulations reflect all nonlinear combinations of visual and working 186 memory signals that are not diagonal.
187
Once this initial set of vectors is defined, we apply the Gram-Schmidt procedure to 188 convert it into an orthonormal basis. Specifically, we define each of the N original vectors as , 
192
and second, the resulting vector is normalized by its norm :
193
(1)
195 where indicates the j-th element of the i-th vector .
196
The final orthonormal basis obtained for our experiment is shown in Figure 1d . A crucial 197 requirement is that the originally defined vectors span the full space; if this is not the 198 case, the Gram-Schmidt process will fail to produce a valid orthonormal basis. It is possible to achieve. We often find it useful to begin by considering the task "inputs" and whether the task
208
"output" (i.e. the solution) can be expressed as a linear or nonlinear combination of the inputs 209 because this approach formalizes the mapping between the computational goals of the task and 210 the neural signals. For the DMS task described above, the task inputs include "visual" and
211
"working memory" signals (i.e. the monkey is presented with the identity of the target, which he 212 holds in working memory, and the identity of the visual image). These are equivalent to the
213
"linear terms" of a two-factor ANOVA analysis. The solution for this task -differentiating
214
whether each condition is a target match or a distractor (i.e. the diagonal matrix) -cannot be it introduces a means to evaluate and improve a candidate experimental design through the 232 attempted construction of a useful orthonormal basis.
234
Computing and interpreting signal modulation magnitudes
235
Once the orthonormal basis has been defined, we can compute the corresponding signal 
296
to as "signal strengths". This normalization is described in more detail in the section "Relating 297 signal modulations and task performance".
298
To illustrate an example of signal modulations, Fig 2 shows the result of our method 299 applied to six neurons collected during the DMS task, including three neurons whose responses 300 reflect relatively pure selectivity for signals of a single type (Fig 2, top) , and three neurons 13 response matrices for each neuron (Fig 2, left column 
308
To produce these plots, response matrices were computed by counting spikes in 25 ms 
313
"sign" of that weight (i.e. responses increases or decreases) and regardless of "how" that 314 modulation is distributed across the different components (i.e. tuning). Importantly, computing 315 modulations in this way is biased (Fig 3-4) , and this bias must be corrected for to get an 316 accurate measure of modulation (as described below).
317
As highlighted above, an orthonormal basis is not uniquely defined for a given 
352
populations (using the "closed form" bias correction described below 
358
This is because the bias is additive in the domain of the squared weights but to compute signal 359 modulations, we take the square root. The square root operation has the effect of enhancing 360 the effect of the bias when the modulation is small and shrinking it when the modulation is larger.
361
The reason why we prefer to take the square root rather than operating on the squared 362 modulations is that we find that measures of signal modulations in units of "spike counts" are 363 preferable to units of "squared spike counts" in that they more clearly map onto our intuitive 
371
where T equals the number of repeated trials for each experimental condition.
372
Because the analytical solution assumes that spike counts are Gaussian distributed 373 whereas spike count distributions are known to deviate from this assumption, particularly at low 374 firing rates, we also introduce a bootstrap procedure. 
422
The simulations reported above were performed using spike counting windows of 50 ms
423
and with that size counting window, we found that the closed-form bias correction was better at 424 estimating bias than the bootstrap bias correction (Fig 4a) . We wondered whether the bootstrap 425 might perform better than the closed-form correction for smaller counting windows where spike 426 count distributions deviate more from the Gaussian assumption (e.g. are Poisson) and thus we 427 compared both types of correction for spike count windows of 2 ms. In these narrow windows,
428
the total fractional bias increased dramatically relative to the broader windows (bias was 16-fold larger than signal for 2 trials; Fig 4d black) but the closed-form bias correction continued to the most discrepant differences for small numbers of trials; even with 10 trials, the average 433 fractional bias remaining after bootstrap correction was 47% the magnitude of the signal (Fig 4d,   434 cyan 
450
The delayed-match-to-sample task described in Figure 1a requires a subject to 451 determine whether each test image is a target match or a distractor, and thus can be envisioned where is set to 0 if the numerator takes on a negative value. Below, we also apply the bias-where the weights used are those corresponding to the visual, working memory and 498 residual components (Fig 1d) . This term determines the spread of the firing rate responses 499 within the target matches and within the distractors (Fig 5b; cyan line) and it is inversely related 500 to diagonal d' (Fig 5c) .
501
The final term (Fig 5, lavender) is designed to capture the trial-by-trial variability of 502 a neuron. When trial-by-trial variability is generated by a Poisson process, the grand mean spike 
508
We now demonstrate how understanding the relationship between different signal types 509 and single-neuron task performance can be used to gain insight into neural processing by 510 applying these analyses to our data from IT and PRH. We begin with the observation that (Fig 5c, red) could be higher in PRH than in IT, 2) the non-516 diagonal strength (Fig 5c, cyan) could be lower in PRH than in IT and/or 3) grand mean firing 517 responses (Fig 5c, lavender) could be higher in PRH than in IT. First and foremost, the diagonal 518 strength was significantly higher in PRH than in IT (Fig 5d) , suggesting that this factor 519 contributed to higher average neuron diagonal d' in PRH. Second, the non-diagonal strength
520
was not significantly different between IT and PRH (Fig 5e) , suggesting that this factor could not
1/ SC
slightly lower in PRH as compared to IT but not significantly so (Fig 5f) 
537
As described above, these methods can also be used to uncover the underlying source of 538 differences in single-neuron performance measures between brain areas to gain insights into 539 neural coding. These are but a few examples of the potential uses of this method.
541
Relationship to other analyses
542
The method we describe here is similar to a multi-way ANOVA, but it incorporates two 543 important extensions: it parses the signal into more terms and it produces a bias-corrected term and the error term (the "F statistic"), based on the assumption that the noise is Gaussian-559 distributed. However, the ANOVA does not produce bias-corrected estimates of signal 560 modulation whereas here we describe two ways to estimate and correct for this bias.
561
Our method also has similarities with an approach related to the ANOVA, multiple linear 
575
this problem is to orthogonalize the variables of interest although we note that for some data 576 sets, the experimental variables simply cannot be orthogonalized (e.g. Fig 1e) . Our method 577 provides a straightforward way to evaluate the degree to which different candidate experimental 578 designs can be orthogonalized for MLR. Second, determining the weights for a complete 579 orthonormal basis guarantees a full account of a neuron's spike count modulation whereas an
580
MLR against a few (e.g. linear) terms might provide only a partial account. Finally, if one 581 desires to convert MLR "beta coefficients" into positive-valued measures of modulation, these 582 measures will be biased in the exact same manner we describe above and here we introduce a
583
way to correct for that bias.
584
Our method also has similarities with principal components analysis (PCA) and related 
670
Under the assumption that the variance for each condition is equal to its mean: 
